


















































































be a mere paper line, irrelevant to its identity and the effective improvement of conditions in 
the area. As with the witnesses from Gorbals/Hutchesontown, and in comparable degree, it 
appeared to me that the constituency has provided a focus for community spirit and effort 
which cannot be split or duplicated without a significant loss. As a desirable end, therefore, 
I was satisfied that ED 39 (both wards) and DW 63 (Glenwood) should be together in a single 
constituency. The question remains whether any means to that end is available, which does 
not create elsewhere constituencies which are even less satisfactory than a division of Castlemilk 
into two. I have reluctantly reached the view that there is no such solution before me, and none 
that I can devise upon the basis of the material provided at the Inquiry. The Cathcart CLP 
proposal, as I have outlined at paragraph l1(b )(i) above, was subjected to criticism of its 
consequential constituency comprising EDs 26, 38 and 41; and I am satisfied that such a 
constituency, sweeping round on the south of the river from Toryglen through Rutherglen and 
Cambuslang, and then running north of the river as far as Baillieston and the Edinburgh road, 
is not an acceptable proposition. Yet if this "remnant" constituency is ruled out, and its 
northerly areas are to be included in an East or Shettleston constituency (as seems necessary), 
there appears to be no satisfactory South-East or Rutherglen constituency, of appropriate size, 
which does not run westwards into Castlemilk's Glenwood area (DW 63). One suggested 
variant of this appears to be that comprised in the District's ten-seat scheme, which stops short 
of Glenwood, but takes in (with EDs 41 and 38) not only DW 64 (Fernhill) in the south but 
also DW 59 (Toryglen) and indeed DW 52 (Hutchesontown). Other "ripple" effects are of 
course present in all schemes; but I have been forced to conclude that Castle milk cannot be 
in a single constituency without an unworkable effect to the east and north. I have considered 
using district ward boundaries, even in an eleven-seat scheme, as a possible means of keeping 
Castle milk in one constituency, but can devise no scheme on that basis which avoids very big 
(and in my view unacceptable) discrepancies in size in adjacent constituencies. The SNP 
alternative (like Cathcart CLP's) in putting EDs 39 and 40 together. but linking them with ED 
38, produces a comparably unattractive constituency to the east, and splits ED 23 from ED 
22, which breaks a clear and accepted basic unit in the East or Shettleston constituency. In 
these circumstances, I conclude that Castle milk must be split; and while the evidence varied, 
I think that the District Council's eleven-seat proposal (despite its westward extension through 
DW 56 (Newlands) into DW 55 (Pollokshaws)) provides an acceptable successor to the existing 
Cathcart constituency, while leaving DW 63 (Glenwood) with DW 64 (Fernhill) in the 
Rutherglen constituency. I am conscious that these proposals fail to achieve an important and 
desirable end; and that they unite areas which are not unitary. But they are in my view the 
best that can be done; and these defects appear to me to be much less in degree than the defects 
of those proposed constituencies which I have described as unacceptable (or such as the 
Commission's North constituency). I thus regard the District's eleven-seat proposal as free of 
any really unsatisfactory constituency, and as coming as close as is practicable to the objectives 
of the 1949 Rules and the 1958 Act." 
237. We noted the assistant Commissioner's conclusion that, despite shortcomings in a few 

areas, the District Council's 11-seat scheme has no really unsatisfactory constituency, and comes 
as close as is practicable to the objectives of the Rules and the 1958 Act. We noted also that he 
had considered using district ward boundaries, particularly as a possible means of keeping 
Castle milk in one constituency, but he was unable to devise a scheme on that basis which would 
avoid very large discrepancies in the size of adjacent constituencies. We decided to accept his 
recommendation for 11 constituencies as set out in recommendation A in paragraph 20 of his 
report, including the local names he proposed. We regarded it as unfortunate that the proposed 
Hillhead constituency would extend to the City centre but we could see no way of avoiding this. 
We noted that the 1978 electorates of the 11 proposed constituencies range from 52,600 to 60,000 
compared with the electoral quota of 53,649, and compared with 55,200 to 66,200 under our 
lO-seat scheme. 

(ii) Former counties ofDunbarton, Lanark and part ofStirling 
238. As the assistant Commissioner recommended, we considered the case for creating a 

constituency from Cumbernauld and Kilsyth District despite the small electorate. Having weighed 
the evidence, and bearing in mind that the electorate had increased by 5,000 to 44,000 in 1982 
and that some additional growth in the New Town is likely, we accepted that the District should 
form a separate constituency. We also accepted the consequential restructuring of Monklands East 
and Monklands West, the latter to include ED 48 from Strathkelvin District. We were impressed 
by the force in the proposal to divide Motherwell District into a Motherwell North and a 
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Motherwell South constituency instead of a Motherwell East and a Motherwell West constituency 
and decided to accept that proposal. As regards OW 5 in Bearsden and Milngavie District we 
agreed to adhere to the general principle to have regard to electoral division boundaries and thus 
to place DW 5 with the rest of ED 44 in Clydebank and Milngavie. Finally we accepted the 
assistant Commissioner's recommendations in favour of making no change in our provisional 
recommendations for the four remaining constituencies in this part of the Region (Dumbarton, 
Clydesdale, East Kilbride and Hamilton) and in the name of Clydebank and Milngavie. 

(iii) Former counties ofArgyll, Ayr and Renfrew 
239. We noted, and accepted, the assistant Commissioner's recommendation that we should 

(a) adhere to our provisional recommendations for Argyll & Bute, Eastwood, Ayr, Carrick and 
Doon Valley, Cunninghame North, Cunninghame South and Kilmarnock and Loudoun and (b) 
keep under review the boundaries of the last five of those constituencies because of uncertainty 
about growth in the electorate of Irvine New Town (in Cunninghame South), Ayr and/or 
Kilmarnock and Loudoun, and a decline in the electorate in Cunninghame North. As regards 
(b), section 2(3) of the 1949 Act empowers the Commission to submit reports from time to time 
with respect to the area comprised in any particular constituency or constituencies in Scotland. 
We were unable to accept the assistant Commissioner's view that his preferred solution for the 
four constituencies in the former county of Renfrew (paragraph 220 above) has to be adopted as 
a "package". For the reasons he gave (paragraph 215 above) we accepted his recommendation 
for a burgh constituency of Greenock and Port Glasgow comprising EDs 85 and 86 and parts of 
EDs 84 and 87 in Inverclyde District with a 1978 electorate of 60,200. In this connection we have 
not found any evidence of a risk, to which he referred, that the electorate of that constituency 
will rise substantially before the next review. As indicated in Appendix D, the estimated 1982 
electorate of the proposed constituency was only 100 higher than the 1978 figure, and we do not 
foresee substantial growth in the area in the next decade. Under our provisional recommendations 
the proposed Renfrew constituency consisted of EDs 82 and 83 in Renfrew District and ED 84 
in Inverclyde District. Although we now agreed to parts of ED 84 in Port Glasgow being associated 
with Greenock we saw no good reason for departing from the proposed association of EDs 82 and 
83 with the remaining landward parts of ED 84 (and of ED 87) to form a "West Renfrew and 
Inverclyde" constituency. In our view this was preferable to joining ED 80 (Johnstone), which 
has strong communications and other links with Paisley, with ED 82 and parts of EDs 84 and 87. 
As regards Paisley we noted that proposals (2) and (3) put EDs 78 and 81 in the same constituency, 
as did our provisional recommendations, and the evidence at the Inquiry satisfied the assistant 
Commissioner that there is a natural connection, including some community links, between them. 
We accept that the River Cart forms a natural north-to-south division of Paisley but we did not 
regard that as a major factor in determining how Paisley should be divided, as divided it must be. 
We accordingly decided to adhere to our provisional recommendations for Paisley North and 
Paisley South. 

240. As regards constituency names we decided to adhere to the principle we had adopted of 
departing altogether from the old shire or county names in favour of the names of the new 
districts. However, in the interests of geographical accuracy, we decided to re-name Carrick and 
Doon Valley as Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley which, notwithstanding the assistant 
Commissioner's view, we do not consider unduly pedantic and clumsy. We accepted the assistant 
Commissioner's recommendation that the name "Eastwood" should be adhered to. 

Revised recommendations 
241. Following our consideration of the assistant Commissioners' reports we saw no need for 

a further Inquiry covering the Region as a whole. On 18th May 1982 we published revised 
recommendations for 11 burgh constituencies in the City of Glasgow District and for 10 of the 
22 constituencies in the rest of the Region, including one change of name, as follows: 

City ofGlasgow District 
Glasgow Garscadden comprising regional electoral divisions 9, 10 and 11 (1978 electorate 

52,700). 

Glasgow Hillhead comprising regional electoral divisions 12,13 and 17 (56,100). 

Glasgow Maryhill comprising regional electoral divisions 14,15 and 16 (56,700). 

Glasgow Springburn comprising regional electoral divisions 18, 19 and 20 (60,000). 
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